In the sequel we use the summation convention (repeated indices are to be summed). [ / denotes the Euclidean norm in the various spaces R k and BR(xo) = {xlxCR% Ix-xol < RL = BRO). 
Remark 1.
The proof avoids the difficult technique of [11] used by Meier for the proof of Theorem 4 in [9] . Yet the bound is independent of/20 [I conjecture 20" the exact bound to be 3"-1/n---S-i-) n-2 ' motivated by the example in [11] . Remark. The bound of [11] is of the form t~0) " . Note that the counterexample of [11] is restricted to the case 20//~ 0 = 1.
In the next theorem we consider systems with a nonlinearity on the right hand side, which is of quadratic growth with respect to 1Vu[. llB~a(x, u)ll <= ~20. Remarks.
1. The remarks to Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 apply here too. 2. The interest in measurable coefficients is due to the fact that the coefficients usually depend on the function u the regularity properties of which are still to be determined. So the functions Bff(x, u(x)) regarded as functions in x are only measurable at the beginning. 
Let uEHI(f2, RN)nL= be a functions with (8)
and let f j be measurable with (9) IIB~P(x, u)ll ~ 640 
are given by Lemma 5 below.
Proofs
We need some lemmata. The first one gives a precise estimate for solutions of certain constant coefficient problems. 
dy = O, q~<Cg(S(B,,), R N)
we have Uzs (11) os/'(B e) ISVvl2dy <= (B,o ISVv[2dy, o~ < R.
Proof. If A denotes the matrix (A=a), let S be the positive definite symmetric matrix with A=S2=S'S. By the transformation y=Sx we see that u~(x)=vi(Sx) is harmonic on B R, which implies transform this estimate back to the y-coordinates which As V ui=SV vi we may proves the lemma. Then we have (12) (
f e~Q lul= dx B2+e e=A~I-~I-B2--B~<=I which yields the desired estimate. As So choose we may assume that A2+B2<l, we see that e>0 indeed.
As we need a sharpened version of an inequality due to Campanato ([1], Lemma 6.I.), we give another proof which seems not only more elementary to us, but provides us also with the idea for proving regularity theorems. 
Now let A=SUPR~R ~ ~0(R)R "-~, which is nonnegative and finite by (ii). This implies ~o(e)o~-~<= a~-+b q,(R)R ~-'
which in turn gives <_-A a ~ +~ for o.<RO
<_ A <_-A inf (aS-~+DS~-~).

S>O-1 for all (pCC~(R n, R N)
If the factor on the right hand side is smaller than 1, we would have A=0 and hence q)---0, a contradiction. A computation shows that this amounts to the condition on b* as stated in the lemma. Proof of Theorem 1. The method of this proof is essentially due to Meier [9] .
Let us suppose R0=0. Let S be given by Lemma 1. For an arbitrary R>0 let 
vEH~(S(BR), RN)nL=
v-u~f/~(s(8.), RN).
Set w:=v-u. We e= l, (p0=0 and b=6 to conclude that cp--0, since the condition on b is fulfilled and q)(~)Ql-(,/2) remains bounded by Lemma 4. As ~0-0, u has to be a constant, which proves the theorem. The slight refinement given by Remark 2 will become clear in the proof of Theorem 3. The case R0>0 is similar; we would conclude that (p remains bounded, which gives the same result.
Proofs of Theorems 2 and 3. As stated, a combination of [7] , Theorem 2.1 and of our first theorem proves Theorem 2. But the nonhomogeneous case cannot be treated this way. We proceed as follows. Let x0C f2 be arbitrary, for simplicity we may suppose Xo =0. Let R0~ 1 such that B2Ro C ~. Using the continuity of A =e, we get for ~o=w R the estimate (is)
with limR~0 e(R)=0. and Ivl<=q on f2 R.
Proof See e.g. [1] . The freedom in the choice of f2Q allows sometimes to get the best constants Co=C1---1 as in Lemma 1.
Concluding remarks
A smallness condition on the measurable part is necessary for a regularity theorem as can be seen by the counterexample of [11] . The best what may be conjectured seems to be that in the case of Theorem 3 the solutions are H61der-continuous if a~<il-aM/1/h--2-" 1 t 2oJ n--2
